
STOP Silencing WhistleBlowers!
Where Do You Go For Help When Your Telephone And E-mail Are Deliberately Disrupted, Hacked, Filtered And Spoofed?
Whistleblower attorneys and government oversight groups ONLY take cases covered by federal or state whistleblowing 
laws, Sarbanes Oxley or False Claims Act cases involving fraud or mismanagement against the federal government.  
 Note the words federal, national or government on their web sites. If your whistleblowing case does not fall within the narrow 
specialty of these laws, or involves an I.R.S. reward, they won’t help you. You have NO legal protection as a whistleblower.

Ever wonder why we didn’t hear more from bank whistleblowers with all the fraud in the mortgage and banking industries? 
We only hear about famous federal whistleblowers like Daniel Ellsberg, Edward Snowden and Chelsea (Bradley) Manning. 

Suppose You Face Technologically Sophisticated Adversaries Who Play Dirty Tricks, Sabotage Your Personal And Business Activities And 
Disrupt Your Communications? The FBI and law enforcement won’t help. Your adversaries seem to be part of law enforcement. 
The harassment has the hallmarks of actions by rogue members of the intelligence community. Sound bizarre?

When Intelligence Contractor HBGary Was Hacked By An Anonymous Group Of Activists in February 2011, HBGary’s servers contained 
PowerPoint presentations describing how, for a price, HBGary would silence troublesome voices like Glenn Greenwald, 
Wikileaks contributors, the Velvet Revolution and critics of the Bank of American and the Chamber of Commerce. 

HBGary did NOT act alone. Intelligence contractors Palantir and Berico were also partners in the proposals. The casual, cavalier 
way the plans were discussed by e-mail show that such covert actions against innocent Americans are commonplace. 

Google: HBGary Greenwald for details and HBGary Anonymous for background. Links to the HBGary stories and the Ringling 
Brothers Circus hiring of Clair George described below are posted on ReportingWrongdoing.com. 

Ringling Brothers Circus CEO Ken Feld hired Clair George, the CIA’s former head of covert operations, in 1990 to surveil, disrupt, distract, 
play dirty tricks on and discredit soccer mom freelance writer Janice Pottker and PETA, PAWS and other animals rights activists. 
Pottker wrote an unflattering article about Ringling Brothers Circus and Ken Feld’s father in a now defunct minor magazine.

Court records show (many are now sealed) that Janice Pottker’s harassment continued for eight years until the misdelivery of 
some of the surveillance tapes made the spying, covert operations and harassment public. It’s a riveting story. See Jeff Stein’s 
gripping The Greatest Vendetta On Earth, (Parts 1-2), Salon.com 8/30-31/2001; Send In The Clowns, Washington Post 11/20/2005; 
and Send In The Spies, CBS 60 Minutes 5/1/2003  Janice Plottker’s Experiences Bear A Chilling Similarity To My Own. 

60-70%  Of America’s National Security And Intelligence Budgets Are Paid To Private Intelligence Contractors, some of them are corrupt.  
These intelligence contractors perform covert jobs for private parties without scrutiny. There is no oversight or accountability 
for their activities. Their government work provides immunity from investigation. All the sophisticated surveillance tools the 
NSA, CIA and FBI have are also in the hands of the private intelligence contractors who build and support those systems. 

Using Private Intelligence Contractors To Spy On, Threaten, Harass, Play Dirty Tricks On And Disrupt The Lives Of Innocent Americans Is A 
Serious Threat To Our Freedom And Democracy. Help Me Stop It. They could target you or your loved ones.

Recent Evidence Shows What Is Happening: The deliberate disruption and filtering of my telephone and e-mail messages 
is easy to demonstrate as are the regular threats, vandalism and sabotage of my business equipment and person items. 
The harassment is also evident in a long running pattern of people and businesses I’ve hired to do work for me bizarrely,  
deliberately and blatantly bollixing up their own jobs. It makes even simple projects very time consuming and costly. 

When adversaries monitor your movements and communications, they can intervene and get the people you’ve hired to 
deliberately create problems for you. This happened repeatedly recently with construction projects at my home in Atlanta. 

The sabotage is out of proportion to any threat I could possibly present and  has the vindictive, childish qualities of psychological 
stalking. My power cords and PC communications ports are often vandalized as metaphors of what they are doing to my life. 

Please Help Me Stop This or Refer Me To Someone Who Can. I can pay for help. 

Background resources and additional information are posted on ReportingWrongdoing.com  
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